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Abstract
Attempts to incorporate in a coherent picture the B-decay anomalies presumably observed
in b→ c and b→ s semi-leptonic decays have to face the absence of signals in other related
experiments, both at low and at high energies. By extending and making more precise the
content of Ref. [1], we describe one such attempt based on the Pati-Salam SU(4) group,
that unifies colour and the B-L charge, in the context of a new strongly interacting sector,
equally responsible for producing a pseudo-Goldstone Higgs boson.
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1 Introduction
While no single experiment is precise enough to allow the claim of a discovered anomaly in
B-decays, a combination of different experimental results in b → c and b → s semi-leptonic
decays make altogether a case for an observed deviation from the Standard Model (SM) in
flavour physics. We refer in particular to the presumed anomalies in Rτ`
D(∗) , ` = µ, e [2–5] and
Rµe
K(∗) [6, 7]. To be able to speak of an overall significant case, however, one needs at least to
offer a coherent description of both anomalies, capable, at the same time, to account for the
absence of signals in several potentially correlated experiments. This is the aim of this work,
extending and making more precise the content of Ref. [1]. The main feature of this attempt
is the Pati-Salam SU(4) group [8], which, in different ways and at different levels of depth, has
also been considered as a relevant ingredient in several other recent works on the subject [9–13].
The experimental results/bounds that have to be kept in mind, among others, in conjunction
with an explanation of Rτ`
D(∗) , and R
µe
K(∗) are:
• The couplings of bL, τL, ντ to the Z and of the τ to the W , none of which deviates from
the SM at relative 10−3 level;
• The absence of deviations from the SM expectation in ∆B = 2 transitions;
• The bound B(KL → µe) < 4.7 · 10−12;
• The lack of signals in direct production at LHC so far of possible mediators of the extra
interactions that appear to be needed to make sense of the 20 ÷ 30% deviation in Rτl
D(∗) ,
described, in the SM, by a tree level W -exchange.
As well known a key feature that may hide new flavour phenomena in whatever Beyond
the Standard Model (BSM) physics is the U(3)5 symmetry of the gauge sector of the SM, at
the origin of so called Minimal Flavour Violation [14–16]. The exponent in U(3)5 refers to the
number of irreducible representations of the SM gauge group under which one generation of
matter transforms. With Yukawa couplings switched on, an approximate symmetry subgroup
of U(3)5 is U(2)5 which acts on the first two generations of matter as doublets and on the
third generation as singlets [17–19]. U(2)5 is an observed approximate symmetry both of the
masses of the charged fermions as of the mixing angles in the quark sector. Suppose now that a
leptoquark be the mediator responsible for the B-anomalies, singlet under U(2)5. In absence of
U(2)5 breaking the leptoquark can only couple to the third generation. This hypothesis provides
a natural first-order explanation for the different size of the charged current versus the neutral
current effects, about equally deviating from the tree-level versus loop-level SM amplitudes
respectively: b → cτν only involves a single second generation particle, whereas b → sµµ has
three light generation fermions [20]. As we shall see this feature can be extended, always by
U(2)5, to other vector mediators.
Let us insist on a leptoquark and, to make the game more constrained, let us suppose that it
be a vector. The relatively large deviation from a charged current process, tree level in the SM,
requires it not to be too heavy. Can one make sense of such a vector in an acceptable theoretical
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framework? The leptoquark Vˆµ in the adjoint of Pati-Salam SU(4) comes obviously to mind,
transforming as (3, 1)2/3 of the SM gauge group. Two features, however, have to be taken into
account, as already mentioned. The mediator cannot even be too light to have escaped detection
at LHC so far. In turn, since in a low energy exchange what counts is the ratio of coupling versus
mass, its coupling must be sizeable, at least 3÷4. Furthermore the process KL → µe is mediated
at tree level by Vˆµ-exchange at an unacceptable rate, if (s, µ) and (d, e) form quartets of SU(4)
with equal coupling as the third generation (b, τ). A possible way out from this last difficulty
consists in invoking the presence of heavy Dirac quartets of SU(4) to which the standard quarks
and leptons are suitably mixed. These features - a leptoquark with a strongish coupling and
heavy Dirac fermions - lead us to consider both of them as composite particles of a new strong
dynamics, assumed to exist, with SU(4) as a global symmetry group. As a further natural
step, one can view this same new strong dynamics as responsible for producing, by spontaneous
symmetry breaking, a light pseudo-Goldstone Boson Higgs [21, 22]. The overall global symmetry
that we consider is therefore SU(4)×SO(5)×U(1)X broken down to SU(4)×SO(4)×U(1)X .
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we define the model making essential use of
the CCWZ formalism to incorporate the non-linearly realized SU(4)×SO(4)×U(1)X symmetry.
This brings in further vectors than Vˆµ. In Section 3 we write down the couplings of the heavy
vectors to the standard fermions. In Section 4 we show how the observed anomalies are accounted
for. In Section 5 we show how the model can explain the absence of deviations in the couplings
of bL, τL, ντ to the Z and of the τ to the W at about 10
−3 level. In Section 6 we discuss other
especially constrained flavour observables. In Section 7 we give a preliminary discussion of
the ongoing search at LHC of some of the vector states, with special emphasis on the single
production of heavy gluons. Finally in Section 8 we summarise the overall picture.
2 The composite model defined
The model is defined by the global symmetries, the representation of the resonances, and the
coupling of the SM to the composite sector. The symmetry breaking pattern G/H is defined by
G = SU(4)× SO(5)× U(1)X , H = SU(4)× SO(4)× U(1)X (1)
and the model is characterized by the presence of vector and Dirac fermion fields in the following
representations of H
GAµ = (15, 1)0, ρaµ = (1, 6)0, Xµ = (1, 1)0, Ψ± = (4, 4)± 1
2
, χ± = (4, 1)± 1
2
. (2)
The SM symmetry is introduced by an explicit breaking of H: the QCD sector is an SU(3)c
subgroup of SU(4), the electroweak SU(2) is inside SO(4). The hypercharge is Y = T15 +T
3
R+X,
where T15 = diag(1, 1, 1,−3)/
√
24 is a diagonal generator of SU(4), and T3R is one generator of
the SU(2)R subgroup in SO(4).
In formulas, the embedding is such that the decomposition of the above resonances under
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SU(3)c×SU(2)L×U(1)Y is
GAµ → Gˆ(8,1)0 ⊕
[
Vˆ(3,1) 2
3
+ c.c.
]⊕ Bˆ(1,1)0 , (3)
ρaµ → ρL(1,3)0 ⊕ ρR3(1,1)0 ⊕ ρR±(1,1)± , (4)
Ψ+ → Q(3,2) 1
6
⊕X(3,2) 7
6
⊕ L(1,2)− 12 ⊕ L
x
(1,2)1
, (5)
Ψ− → Q′(3,2) 1
6
⊕X ′(3,2)−5
6
⊕ L′(1,2)− 12 ⊕ L
y
(1,2)−1 , (6)
χ+ → U(3,1) 2
3
⊕N(1,1)0 , (7)
χ− → D(3,1)−1
3
⊕ E(1,1)−1 , (8)
where we have specified the name and the representation of the resonances that will appear
later on. This already shows which are the new fields that can mix with the SM ones. The
mass splitting between the various representation is governed by the explicit breaking of the
symmetry.
2.1 The CCWZ Lagrangian
We introduce the phenomenological Lagrangian of the model according to the Callan Coleman
Wess Zumino (CCWZ) formalism [23], which allows us to discuss non-linearly realized symme-
tries1. The main ingredient is the GB field of SO(5)/SO(4), U = exp(i
√
2hiTˆ
i/f)), where Tˆ i
are the broken generators in the fundamental representation of SO(5), while the unbroken ones
are T a. From this field we can construct the d and e symbols of the CCWZ formalism,
iU †DµU = eaµT
a + diµTˆ
i = (Aaµ + e¯
a
µ)T
a + diµTˆ
i, (9)
where Dµ is the covariant derivative of the (elementary) SM. On the contrary, SU(4) is an exact
global symmetry of the composite sector before the gauging of the SU(3)c and U(1)Y , so that the
e and d symbols are trivial: the former corresponds to the elementary gluon and hypercharge
fields, while the latter vanishes.
The lagrangian of the model is the sum of three pieces
L = Lele +Lcomp +Lflavour, (10)
that are defined in the following way.
The elementary sector, Lele, is given by the SM lagrangian without the Yukawa and Higgs
sectors
Lele = − 1
4g22
W 2µν −
1
4g21
B2µν −
1
4g23
G2µν + fermionic kinetic terms (11)
1This approach is at variance with the one of Ref. [1], where the Higgs boson is treated as a generic composite
particle rather than a specific pseudo-Goldstone boson. This difference is important in the structure of flavour
and in the electroweak constraints on W and Z couplings. A particularly useful reference for the use of the
CCWZ formalism throughout this paper is [24]. See also [25, 26]
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We describe the composite sector with CCWZ formalism, including at the same time vector
and fermionic resonances, all assumed lighter than the cutoff.
Lcomp =
f 2
4
diµd
µ,i
− ρ
a
µνρ
µν,a
4g2ρ
+
m2ρ
2g2ρ
(ρaµ − eaµ)2 −
GAµνGµν,A
4g2G
+
m2G
2g2G
(GAµ −GAµ )2 −
XµνX
µν
4g2X
+
m2X
2g2X
(Xµ −Bµ)2
+ iΨ¯±γµ(Dµ − ie¯aµT a)Ψ± −mψΨ¯±Ψ±
+ cG(GAµ −GAµ )Ψ¯±γµT¯AΨ± + cρ(ρaµ − eaµ)Ψ¯±γµT aΨ± +
cX
2
(Xµ −Bµ)Ψ¯±γµΨ±
+ iχ¯±γµDµχ± −mχχ¯±χ± + cG(Gµ −Gµ)Aχ¯±γµT¯Aχ± + cX
2
(Xµ −Bµ)χ¯±γµχ±
+ icdiµΨ¯
i
±γ
µχ± + h.c. (12)
where T a are the generators of SO(4), and T¯A of SU(4). Notice that the term with one d symbol
is only allowed when a fourplet and a singlet of SO(4) are present in the Lagrangian (see also
[25, 26] for the inclusion of such term). These formulas are presented in the formal limit where
the entire group G is gauged: in order to get the correct results one can simply set to zero the
components of Aaµ and G
A
µ that are not gauged (for example only color and hypercharge fields
(Ga, B) are non zero among the GA). A flavour index running from 1 to 3 is left understood in
the fermion fields.
Finally, the flavour sector is given by the interaction between the elementary and composite
sectors. The interactions break the global symmetries of the theory and will induce the SM
Yukawa terms,
Lflavour = λqf q¯LUΨˆ+ + λuf u¯RU
†Ψˆ+ + λ′qf q¯LUΨˆ− + λdf d¯RU
†Ψˆ−
+ λlf l¯LUΨˆ+ + λlf l¯LUΨˆ− + λef e¯RU †Ψˆ− + h.c., (13)
where Ψˆ = (Ψ, χ) is a fiveplet. For brevity of notation we leave understood a relative coefficient
between Ψ and χ in every term, in general flavour dependent.
By working in the background where U is equal to the identity we can resolve the leading
order mixing between the elementary and the heavy fields. The terms in (13) that play an
important role in the following are the ones originating from λqf q¯LUΨ+ and λlf l¯LUΨ+. They
induce a mixing between qL and QL in Ψ+L and between lL and LL also in Ψ+L, respectively
described by angles with sines given by
sq ≡ sin θq = λqf√
m2Ψ + λ
2
qf
2
, sl ≡ sin θl = λlf√
m2Ψ + λ
2
l f
2
(14)
All other mixing angles are taken sufficiently small that they can be neglected in the couplings
of the heavy vectors to the standard fermions. With these extra angles exactly vanishing, only
the up quarks get mass mu = sqλuV/
√
2 and, in the limit of exact U(2)n (see below), only the
top mass survives, mt = sq3λu3V/
√
2. Had we introduced right-handed neutrinos, νR, and the
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interaction λν ν¯RU
+Ψˆ+, neutrinos too would have received a Dirac mass mν = slλνV/
√
2. A
large Majorana mass MνRνR gives then rise to the usual see-saw mechanism. For the present
purposes the νL can be taken massless and coincident with the eigenstates of the standard weak
interactions. Note that the down and the charged lepton masses arise from mixing with the
states in Ψˆ−. This is essential to keep under control the corrections to the couplings of bL, τL to
the Z, as discussed below.
2.2 Flavour
The elementary sector, Lele, has a U(3)5 flavour symmetry distinguishing the five different
irreducible representations of the SM gauge group. Similarly Lcomp is assumed to respect a
U(3)Ψˆ × U(3)χˆ flavour symmetry. All the breaking of flavour is confined to Lflavour, which, as
suggested by the observed flavour parameters (masses and mixings), is assumed to possess a
weakly broken symmetry
U(2)n ≡ U(2)Ψˆ × U(2)χˆ × U(2)q × U(2)l × U(2)u × U(2)d × U(2)e. (15)
In absence of U(2)n-breaking only the third generation of elementary fermions mixes with the
composite fermions. Via this mixing, therefore, the heavy vectors only couple to the third
generation of elementary fermions. As shown below, this may explain: i) why anomalies show
up, at least so far, only in B-decays, and ii) why, within B-decays, b→ cτν and b→ sµµ show
deviations from the SM of similar size, in spite of being, in the SM, a tree level and a loop
process respectively.
2.3 Mass eigenstates in the vector sector
With the exception of the leptoquark Vˆµ and the charged ρ
R±
µ , all other mass eigenstates in the
vector sector are admixtures of the elementary and composite vectors. For example the properly
normalized massless and massive gluons are
gaµ =
gGG
a
µ + g3Gaµ√
g2G + g
2
3
, Gˆaµ =
gGGaµ − g3Gaµ√
g2G + g
2
3
(16)
and similarly for the other vectors. The massive vectors whose composite component is in
SU(4) or SU(2)×SU(2) or U(1)X have masses mG,mρ,mX up to corrections of order (g3/gG)2
or (g2/gρ)
2, (g1/gρ)
2 or (g1/gX)
2 respectively. At the same time g3, g2, g1 can be identified with
the standard strong, weak and hypercharge couplings up to similar corrections.
3 Couplings of the heavy vectors to the light fermions
There are two sources of couplings of the heavy vectors with the light fermions: one due to
mixing in the fermion sector and one due to mixing in the vector sector.
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3.1 By mixings in the fermion sector
As said, QL and LL are the only heavy fermions significantly mixed with qL and lL by sq and sl
respectively. With reference to the Lagrangian (12), setting
gˆG = gGcG, gˆρ = gρcρ, gˆX = gXcX , (17)
the couplings of the heavy composite vectors to these composite fermions are
L Gint =
gˆG√
2
(Vˆµ(Q¯LγµLL) + h.c.) +
gˆG
2
Gˆaµ(Q¯Lγµλ
aQL) +
gˆG
2
√
6
Bˆµ(Q¯LγµQL − 3L¯LγµLL) ,(18)
L ρint =
gˆρ
2
ρˆαLµ(Q¯Lγµσ
αQL + L¯Lγµσ
αLL)− gˆρ
2
ρˆ3Rµ(Q¯LγµQL + L¯LγµLL) , (19)
L Xint =
gˆX
2
Xˆµ(Q¯LγµQL + L¯LγµLL) . (20)
In the interaction basis, after integrating out the heavy fermions, one gets from these equations
the interactions of the heavy bosons with qL and lL by
QL → sqqL, LL → sllL (21)
Without loss of generality we work in the basis where sq and sl are diagonal in flavour space
sq = (sq1, sq2, sq3), sl = (sl1, sl2, sl3) (22)
with, by weak U(2)n-breaking, s3  s2,1.
3.2 By mixings in the vector sector
A further source of coupling of the heavy vectors with the light fermions, this time flavour
independent, comes from the mixing among the composite and the elementary vectors. These
interactions are
L mixint = −
g23
gG
GˆaµJ
3a
µ −
g22
gρ
ρˆLaµ J
2a
µ − g21(
1
gG
Bˆµ +
1
gρ
ρˆ3Rµ +
1
gX
Xˆµ)J
1a
µ (23)
where J
(3,2,1)
µ are the SM currents associated with the SU(3)c, SU(2)L and U(1)Y groups respec-
tively. In the relevant parameter space, these couplings give subdominant or at most comparable
contributions to some flavour changing observables (see Section 6). On the contrary, for sq1 < sq2
they are the leading couplings of the first generation of quarks to the heavy gluons, relevant to
its direct production (see Section 7).
4 Observed anomalies
We call U,D,E the unitary matrices that diagonalise the Yukawa couplings on the left side
yu = U
†ydiagu UR , yu = D
†ydiagd DR , ye = E
†ydiage ER . (24)
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By U(2)n these matrices have small elements that connect the third to the first and second
generations. The unitary transformations on the right do not play any role in the following
discussion.
The effects of the exchanges of the composite bosons are described at tree level by the
following effective Lagrangians. In writing down these Lagrangians we keep the dominant terms
by expanding in the flavour parameters. The diagonal elements of U,D,E are approximated to
unity, thus fixing a phase convention. For consistency with the constraints coming from ∆B = 2
transitions (see Section 6), we shall in fact approximate the full D matrix to unity. In this limit
the CKM matrix is given by Vij ≈ Uij.
4.1 B to D(∗) semileptonic decays
The leading new physics contribution to B → D(∗)τν transitions arises from the exchange of
charged resonances: the leptoquark Vˆ in the t-channel and the charged ρˆL± in the s-channel,
Lb→cτν = −( gˆ
2
G
2m2G
+
gˆ2ρ
2m2ρ
)s2q3s
2
l3V
∗
cb(c¯LγµbL)(τ¯LγµνL). (25)
We can write the above term in a gauge invariant way, by anticipating the use of the effective
Lagrangian
L eff4f = −
1
V 2
(
C3O3lq + C1O2lq
)
(26)
where V = 246 GeV and the two (fermion current)×(fermion current) operators are given by
O3lq = (q¯L3γµσαqL3)(l¯L3γµσαlL3), O1lq = (q¯L3γµqL3)(l¯L3γµlL3). (27)
The Wilson coefficients of these operators can be computed at the scale where the vector res-
onances are integrated out by making use of eq.s (18)-(21). Although only O3lq contributes to
B → D(∗), we here write both coefficients for later convenience
C3 =
V 2
4
(
gˆ2G
m2G
+
gˆ2ρ
m2ρ
)s2l3s
2
q3, C1 =
V 2
4
(
gˆ2G
2m2G
+
gˆ2ρ
m2ρ
+
gˆ2X
m2X
)s2l3s
2
q3. (28)
It is worth noticing that the vectors in SO(4) contribute in an equal amount to C1 and C3.
For the decays into muons one gets
Lb→cµν = −s2q3s2l3V ∗cb[
gˆ2G
2m2G
(|Eµ3|2 + Eµ3
V ∗cb
sq2sl2
sq3sl3
) +
gˆ2ρ
2m2ρ
(|Eµ3|2 + (sl2
sl3
)2)](c¯LγµbL)(µ¯LγµνL) (29)
and similarly for b → ceν with Eµ3 replaced by Ee3 and s2 by s1. The richer structure of the
coefficient of the effective operator in eq. (29) as compared to (25) can be understood when
decomposed into two sources: a contribution originates from eq. (25) using the rotation E of
eq. (24) and the other arises by the coupling to second generation leptons.
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For small enough U(2)n-breaking parameters, Eµ3, Ee3 and s2, s1, as discussed below, the
charged current anomaly can be expressed in terms of C3 as [27, 28]
R
(∗)
D = 1 + 2C3 = 1.237± 0.053. (30)
Similarly, deviations from Lepton Flavour Universality (LFU) in the first two generations are
constrained by [27, 29]
R
µ/e
b→c = 1.000± 0.021, (31)
which, however, does not pose significant constraints on Eµ3, Ee3 and s2, s1.
4.2 B → K(∗)`` semileptonic decays
The deviations observed in B → K(∗)µµ originate, in this framework, from the exchange of
several mediators. However, because of the constraints from ∆Bs = 2 observables (discussed in
section 6), we are led to consider the unitary matrix D very close to unity. This fact, together
with sq,l2  sq,l3, gives
Lb→sµµ = − gˆ
2
G
2m2G
sq2sl2sq3sl3Eµ3(s¯LγµbL)(µ¯LγµµL), (32)
with the leptoquark exchange as the only responsible for the anomaly in R
(∗)
K .
Therefore, using the result of [30] for the relevant Wilson coefficient
∆Cµ9 = −∆Cµ10 = −
2pi
αVtbV ∗ts
C3
1 + ( gˆρmG
gˆGmρ
)2
sq2sl2sq3sl3Eµ3 = −0.61± 0.12 (33)
i.e., using (30)
sq2sl2
sq3sl3
Eµ3
Vts
∼ 5 · 10−3 (34)
with gˆG/mG and gˆρ/mρ taken comparable.
Similarly, also the rate for B → K(∗)ττ has a small deviation from the SM. Furthermore the
corrections to B → K(∗)νν vanish at tree level and are sufficiently suppressed at loop level even
with a cutoff from the composite dynamics Λ = O(10) TeV.
5 Electroweak constraints on W and Z couplings
Renormalisation group running down to the weak scale of the Lagrangian (26) corrects the
couplings of the W,Z to the third generation fermions [31], which, at low energies, are affected
by the following two operators
L effHl =
1
V 2
(C¯3lO3Hl + C¯1lO1Hl) (35)
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name structure coefficient
O1Hl iH†
←→
DµH(l¯L3γ
µlL3) C1l
O3Hl iH†σa
←→
DµH(l¯L3γ
µσalL3) C3l
O1Hq iH†
←→
DµH(q¯L3γ
µqL3) C1q
O3Hq iH†σa
←→
DµH(q¯L3γ
µσaqL3) C3q
O1ql (q¯L3γµqL3)(l¯L3γµlL3) −C1
O3ql (q¯L3γµσaqL3)(l¯L3γµσalL3) −C3
Oll (l¯L3γµlL3)2 Cll
O1qq (q¯L3γµqL3)2 C1qq
O3qq (q¯L3γµσaqL3)2 C3qq
Table 1: The 9 operators relevant for the electro-weak fit. They define an effective lagrangian V 2L =∑
iCiOi.
where the (Higgs current)×(fermion current) operators are defined in Table 1. For quarks the
situation is completely analogous. Notice that the bar over the Wilson coefficients indicates that
they are evaluated at the electroweak scale, differently from the unbarred ones of (26), which
are instead generated at the scale of the resonances.
It is worth emphasizing that eq. (26) does not exhaust all the possible effective operators that
can induce, via running and mixing, distortions in the electro-weak boson couplings. All the
operators of Table 1 modify these couplings, with the same obvious inclusion of the ‘tree-level’
contribution of eq. (35) at the high scale. Such contribution is calculated explicitly in Appendix
A.
Specifically, the four-fermion operators of Table 1 renormalize the OHl,OHq operators due
to SM gauge and Yukawa interactions. Therefore, upon integration of the RG equations given
in Appendix B, this implies that the low-energy parameters of eq. (35) are functions of the
coefficients in Table 1. In turn, this can be used to directly compute the modifications of the
W/Z couplings to third generation fermions
δgZτ = −
C3l + C1l
2
− 0.040C1 + 0.040C1l + 0.034C3 + 0.021C3l + 0.00035Cll , (36)
δgZν =
C3l − C1l
2
− 0.040C1 + 0.040C1l − 0.034C3 − 0.021C3l − 0.0041Cll , (37)∣∣∣∣gWτgWl
∣∣∣∣ = 1 + C3l − 0.067C3 − 0.043C3l − 0.0045Cll , (38)
δgZb = −
C3q + C1q
2
+ 0.00062C1 + 0.056C1q + 0.082C1qq − 0.0021C3 + 0.097C3q − 0.012C3qq .
(39)
The above shifts are normalized to the SM in the following way
g
cW
Zµ(g
SM
fL
+ δgZfL)J
µ
f +
[ g√
2
Wµ(g
W
τ ν¯Lγ
µτL + g
W
l ν¯lLγ
µlL) + h.c.
]
. (40)
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Figure 1: Fit of R
(∗)
D , eq. (30), and of the corrections to W/Z couplings of eq. (41). Left panel: fit to
C3, C1 and C3l = −C1l with Cll = −(C1 + C3)/2. The full isolines are for C3l. The dotted line is for
C1 = C3. Right panel: fit to C3, C1 and C3l = C1l = 0. The isolines are for C1.
The experimental constraints on these deviations are [32, 33]
δgZτL = −0.0002±0.0006 , δgZντ = −0.0015±0.0013 |gWτ /gWl | = 1.00097±0.00098. (41)
One can then use these results to constrain combinations of Wilson coefficients of the operators
listed in Table 1. In principle one would expect to determine three independent linear combi-
nations. However, the fact that only the two operators in eq. (35) can affect at low energy the
lepton couplings reflects itself in the relation
δgZν − δgZτL = |gWτ /gWl | − 1, (42)
no matter what the input values for the Wilson coefficients are at the high scale.2
In our model, thanks to its global symmetries and parities [34], we have C3l = −C1l as well
as C3q = −C1q from the composite sector. Furthermore, in analogy with eq. (28), the exchange
of the neutral vectors gives a contribution to Cll that is a linear combination of C1,3,
Cll = −V
2
2
(
3gˆ2G
8m2G
+
gˆ2ρ
2m2ρ
+
gˆ2X
4m2X
)s4l3 = −
1
2
(
sl3
sq3
)2(C1 + C3). (43)
Based on the experimental values (41) and on R
(∗)
D as in (30), we show in the left panel
of Fig. 1 a fit of all these quantities in terms of C3l = −C1l and C3, C1, having fixed Cll =
2Including corrections that are quadratic in these deviations, one can in principle gain sensitivity to more
than two operators, but given the present constraints this is irrelevant.
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−1/2(C1 + C3) or sl3 = sq3. The success of this fit depends crucially on the choice of the
representations under the global group of the composite fermions. As shown in Appendix A, C3l
and C1l get contributions both from the eµ and the dµ terms in Lcomp, eq. (12), which must be
of opposite sign and can partially cancel among each other so that C3l = −C1l ≈ 0.1(C3, C1) as
required by the fit. Note that a non vanishing C3l = −C1l is needed. A fit with C3l = −C1l = 0
would require an anomalously large value of Cll, as shown in the right panel of Fig. 1. We do
not include in the fit the coupling δgZbL = (3.3± 1.6)10−3 [35], due to the presence in eq. (39) of
the coefficient C3q = −C1q which is otherwise unconstrained.
The fit only determines two ratios between the three low energy parameters gˆG/mG, gˆρ/mρ
and gˆX/mX . However, the close correlation C1 ≈ C3 indicates gˆX/mX ≈ 1/
√
2gˆG/mG. Fur-
thermore, as already noticed, the fact that the leptoquark exchange is the only one responsible
for the anomaly in RK , suggests to take gˆρ/mρ . gˆG/mG. With these inputs, we take in the
following the reference value
gˆGsq3sl3 = 2
mG
TeV
, (44)
knowing that some variations are possible.
5.1 Other precision constraints and related tuning
In the present model other precision tests can in principle help to constrain the framework.
From the non-linearity of the pseudo-Goldstone boson Higgs we expect to generate at the high
scale the operator terms
cH
2f 2
(∂µ|H|2)2 + (cyyf
f 2
f¯LHfR|H|2 + h.c.). (45)
They both modify the Higgs couplings to vectors and fermions, and cH renormalizes the operators
that contribute to the 1,3 parameters [36]. In this model we have cH = 1 and cy = 1, leading to
ghV V
gSMhV V
= 1− 1
2
V 2
f 2
,
ghff
gSMhff
= 1− 3
2
V 2
f 2
, (46)
and
Tˆ ≈ ∆1 = − 3α
8pic2W
V 2
f 2
log
M
mh
., Sˆ ≈ ∆3 = α
24pis2W
V 2
f 2
log
M
mh
. (47)
As well known, other corrections to the electroweak parameters depend on UV physics [25], which
makes it conceivable that the present constraints on eq.s (46)-(47) are satisfied for f & 700 GeV,
i.e. a minimal amount of tuning (computed as ∼ f 2/V 2 to 5÷10%).
Notice that V 2/f 2 is not directly constrained by the previous fit, although it enters, among
other parameters, the expressions for C3l,1l , as computed in App. A. However, one can argue
that, barring O(1) factors, we need gˆG/mG & 2/f , in order to comply with the above constraints,
and a mild cancellation in C3l,1l in order to minimize the bound on f .
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6 Other low energy flavour observables
The presence of non universal couplings of the vector resonances to quarks and leptons generates
four fermion operators, in addition to the ones already discussed in section 4, which contributes
to other flavour transitions. A list of relevant constraints, together with the corresponding
bound on the leading effective operator, is given in Table 2. For ∆Bs = 2 and ∆C = 2 we
use the stronger bounds, depending on the phase of the corresponding coefficient [37]. For the
remaining coefficients we use [29]
B(KL → µe) < 4.7× 10−12, B(τ → 3µ) < 2.1× 10−8, B(τ → µγ) < 4.4× 10−8. (48)
Observables Operators Bound
∆Bs = 2 Cbs(s¯LγµbL)
2 CbsTeV
2 < 1.7× 10−5
∆C = 2 Cuc(c¯LγµuL)
2 CucTeV
2 < 1.1× 10−7
B(KL → µe) CKµe(s¯LγµdL)(µ¯LγµeL) CKµeTeV2 < 10−5
B(τ → 3µ) Cτ3µ(µ¯LγµτL)(µ¯LγµµL) Cτ3µTeV2 < 3× 10−3
B(τ → µγ) CτµγmτeFµν(µ¯LσµντR) CτµγTeV2 < 0.9× 10−3
Table 2: Relevant constraints from low energy flavor data.
6.1 ∆Bs = 2
For the ∆Bs = 2 transitions the effective Lagrangian is
L∆Bs=2 = −
1
2
(
3gˆ2G
8m2G
+
gˆ2ρ
2m2ρ
+
gˆ2X
4m2X
)D2s3s
4
q3(s¯LγµbL)
2 (49)
Using the central value of eq. (44), together with gˆX/mX ≈ 1/
√
2gˆG/mG and small gˆρ/mρ,
consistency with the bound in Table 2 requires
sq3
sl3
Ds3 . 4 · 10−3 (50)
against Vts ≈ Ut2 + Ds3 = 4 · 10−2. This motivates to take D = 1 in the following, for which
we offer no explanation. Note that D = 1 significantly suppresses ∆B = 2 transitions also at
(quadratically divergent) loop level.
6.2 ∆C = 2
In the case of D − D¯ mixing, the relevant effective Lagrangian is
L∆C=2 = −1
2
(
3gˆ2G
8m2G
+
gˆ2ρ
2m2ρ
+
gˆ2X
4m2X
)(s2q3VcbV
∗
ub + s
2
q2V
∗
usVcs)
2(c¯LγµuL)
2 . (51)
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Consistency with Table 2 requires
(
sq3
sl3
VcbV
∗
ub +
s2q2
sq3sl3
V ∗usVcs) . 3 · 10−4 . (52)
6.3 KL → µe
Insisting on D = 1 also in the 1-2 sector, it is
Ls→dµe = −sq2sl2sq1sl1 gˆ
2
G
2m2G
(s¯LγµdL)(µ¯LγµeL). (53)
Consistency with Table 2 requires
√
sq2sl2sq1sl1
sq3sl3
. 2 · 10−3 . (54)
6.4 τ → 3µ
LFV τ decays proceed both via heavy vector exchanges and via Z-exchange with modified Zτµ
coupling. The relevant Lagrangian from tree level neutral vector exchanges is
Lτ→3µ,tree = −1
2
(
3gˆ2G
8m2G
+
gˆ2ρ
2m2ρ
+
gˆ2X
4m2X
)s2l3Eµ3(s
2
l2 + s
2
l3|Eµ3|2)(µ¯LγµτL)(µ¯LγµµL) . (55)
With this effective Lagrangian in isolation, consistency with Table 2 requires
Eµ3(
s2l2
s2l3
+ |Eµ3|2) . 3 · 10−3 . (56)
Considering also the Z-exchange contribution in isolation and taking δgZτ ≈ 10−3, the contraint
from τ → 3µ is satisfied for a weaker bound E23 . 0.3.
6.5 τ → µγ
From one loop radiative corrections one gets
Lτ→µγ =
1
16pi2
Eµ3mτ (AGs
2
q3s
2
l3
gˆ2G
m2G
+ Aρs
4
l3
gˆ2ρ
m2ρ
) eFµν(µ¯LσµντR) , (57)
where AG, Aρ are order 1 coefficients. Consistency with Table 2 requires
(AG + (
sl3
sq3
)2Aρ)Eµ3 . 0.4× 10−1 . (58)
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Figure 2: Left: Cqq¯ for different initial states at 13 TeV as function of the mass of the resonance. Right:
production cross section of the Gˆ resonance. The coupling gˆGs
2
q3, which controls the bb¯ production
channel mostly effective at large gG, has been fixed to require consistency with the fit (see eq. (44)
with sl3 = sq3.)
7 Signals at the LHC
As mentioned in the Introduction the heavy vectors that mediate all these low energy effective
interactions should appear in direct searches at LHC. In order to compare with the collider limits
on new resonances from the LHC, we need the production cross-section times the branching ratio,
since experimental limits are mostly given for this quantity. The production rate of an on-shell
neutral spin-1 resonance V of mass M via qq¯ initial state can be put in the form
σpp→V = CV
∑
q
ΓV→qq¯
M
Cqq¯(M
2, s) (59)
where CV is a color factor equal to 1 for a colourless resonance and to 8 for the heavy gluon.
Cqq¯(M
2, s) encodes the effects of the parton luminosities and it is given by
Cqq¯(sˆ, s) =
4pi2
3s
∫ 1
sˆ/s
dx
x
[
fq(
sˆx
s
)fq¯(x) + fq¯(
sˆx
s
)fq(x)
]
. (60)
Cqq¯ can be computed numerically knowing the parton distribution functions. To this end we have
used the MSTW2008 PDF set [38] and cross-checked the numerical results with MadGraph
[39]. The relevant quantities are shown in Fig. 2.
According to the global symmetries of our phenomenological Lagrangian, we expect three
categories of resonances, the ones of SU(4), SO(4) and U(1)X . Although the gauging of the SM
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Γ/M BRqq BRbb,tt BRll BRττ,inv BRV V
Gˆ
gˆ2Gs
4
q
24pi
4g4s
g2Gg
2
Gˆ
s2
1
2
Bˆ
gˆ2G(3s
4
l+s
4
q)
96pi
44g′4
3g2Ggˆ
2
G(3s
2
l+s
2
q)
s4q
2(3s4l+s
4
q)
10g′4
g2Ggˆ
2
G(3s
2
l+s
2
q)
3s4l
2(3s4l+s
4
q)
Xˆ
gˆ2X(3s
4
q+s
4
l )
48pi
22g′4
3g2X gˆ
2
X(3s
2
q+s
2
l )
3s4q
2(3s4q+s
4
l )
5g′4
g2X gˆ
2
X(3s
2
q+s
2
l )
s4l
2(3s4q+s
4
l )
ρL0
c2V g
2
ρ+2gˆ
2
ρ(3s
4
q+s
4
l )
96pi
12g4
2g2ρ(c
2
V g
2
ρ+2gˆ
2
ρ(3s
4
q+s
4
l ))
3s4q
2κ
2g4
2g2ρ gˆ
2
ρκ
s4l
2κ
c2V g
2
ρ
gˆ2ρκ
Table 3: Relevant quantities for the phenomenology of singly-produced neutral resonances in the
model. All the formulas are given at leading order in the elementary couplings. In the last row
κ = (c2V g
2
ρ/gˆ
2
ρ + 2(3s
4
q + s
4
l )).
symmetry induces a splitting among the resonances, the phenomenology mainly depends on the
G representations as shown in Section 2. All the resonances can be singly produced, except
for the leptoquark and the charged vectors of SU(2)R. Despite their number, the study of the
present constraints can be done in a systematic way. Indeed, the properties of the resonances
are set by the global symmetries and there are a few other simplifications. First, notice that the
partial decay widths are linear in the mass of the resonance, which implies that the only mass
dependence of the production cross section is entirely factorized into the parton luminosities
computed above. Second, all the resonances are mainly produced from a light qq¯ initial state
(with an additional component from bb¯), so that the limits and production rates can be easily
compared.
An overall presentation is given in Table 3 where, with a few simplifications, we summarize
the main characteristic of the resonances, divided according to the broken G symmetry. (For
more details see Appendix C). It is manifest that all the resonances become wide in the large-
gˆ limit, that is needed because of the fit, and they have sizeable branching ratios into third
generations fermions. Because of the large width, not all of the available resonance searches
can be applied, since most of them make the narrow width approximation. However there are
cases such as for tt¯ and jj, where the limits apply also for decay widths up to Γ/M = 0.3 and
Γ/M = 0.15 respectively. Note also that we do not include possible decays into heavy composite
fermions, assuming that their mass brings them above threshold.
7.1 A preliminary comparison with recent available data
Following the properties listed in Table 3, it is possible to discuss the experimental constraints
in a way that is quite simple and relies mainly on the global symmetries of the theory.
The SU(4) resonances. Among the 15 of SU(4), because of the small splitting in mass, the
limits are dominated by the heavy-gluon, especially in tt¯ [40], bb¯ [41], jj [42]. Indeed Gˆ and Bˆ
have similar dominant branching ratios to third generation fermions, with the difference that Bˆ
can also decay sizeably to τ τ¯ and dileptons. As pure limits on cross sections, dilepton searches
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[43] are the most sensitive. However, given the small branching ratio and the reduced production
cross section for Bˆ as compared to Gˆ, the constraints on the SU(4) resonances are dominated
by the heavy gluon. A recent result for di-tau resonances [44] has the maximum sensitivity for
masses of about 1.6 TeV where they exclude σB up to 8− 10 fb. However, even though Bˆ has
a large branching ratio into τ τ¯ , these limits are not comparable to the ones that affect Gˆ.
We find that the parameter space of the heavy gluon is affected by tt¯ searches [40], a result
from early Run-II, where the experimental collaboration considered decay widths up to Γ/M =
0.3, that is generically predicted for all the resonances of our model. Other constraints arise from
comparison with the dijet spectrum [42]. However this search has been only done for resonances
with a width up to 15%. If extended up to larger widths, it could be used also to constrain the
bb¯ decay channel.
Interestingly, Gˆ generates also the effective operator Z
2M2W
(DµG
a
µν)
2, with Z = (g2s/g
2
G)M
2
W/m
2
G,
that modifies rapidity and invariant mass distributions of dijets. The most recent constraint has
been derived in [45] and can give complementary information when the mass of the resonance is
too heavy or the width is so large that interference with the QCD background can modify the
dijet spectrum.
The U(1)X resonance. The U(1)X vector has similar rates to Bˆ with the proper substitu-
tions. Analog considerations apply.
The SO(4) resonances. In the limit where the SO(4) resonances have couplings and masses
similar to the SU(4) resonances, limits from common decay channels will be still dominated by
the heavy gluon. The electroweak SO(4) resonances can be looked for into dibosons [46, 47]:
WLWL/ZLh for the neutral ones and WLZL/WLh for the charged ones. Present constraints [48]
exclude cross sections of 6 fb for mρ = 3 TeV.
We show the results of a comparison with the present experimental searches in Fig. 3. We
present results only for the heavy gluon, since they are the dominant ones. Notice that we have
also included production from bb¯ initial state, which is most effective in the large gG limit, since
it gives an irreducible contribution to the rate even in absence of a universal coupling to quarks.
Such an increase contributes, for example, to set a strong exclusion bound from tt¯ searches at
small mass and large gG coupling. In the left panel of figure 3, given the fact that tt¯ searches set
the strongest limits and the analysis of Ref. [40] only relies on 2.6 fb−1 of integrated luminosity,
we rescale the present bounds to 40 fb−1 to show the possible improvements in the plane gG,mGˆ.
We used the projected bound on the Z parameter at 13TeV with 40 fb−1 from table 5 of [45]. In
doing so we neglected the contribution of b-jets to the dijet spectrum. In any point of the plot
of figure 3 it is possible to compute the width of the heavy gluon by requiring consistency with
the fit. For example, taking gˆGs
2
q = 2mG/TeV allows to fix completely the predictions in terms
of the two parameters of Fig. 3. The right panel of Fig. 3 gives an indication of the exclusion
limits from dijet [42] when interpreted as a constraint for the bb¯ decay channel. Note however
that this is meant to give only an orientation, since the search is not done in the range of Γ/M
that is needed.
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Figure 3: Limits from LHC searches in the plane (mG, gG). The solid lines describe ΓGˆ/mG and the
upper axis with gˆGs
2
q3 are set by requiring consistency with the fit (see text). Left panel : constraints
arising from searches for a resonance decaying to tt¯ and ΓGˆ/mG = 0.3 [40], to jj [42] (excluding b-jets)
and bb¯ [41] with ΓGˆ/mG = 0.15. The limit on the Z parameter uses the projection at 40 fb
−1 of [45].
Right panel : constraints from a resonance decaying to jj including the b-jets and ΓGˆ/mG = 0.15 .
8 Summary and outlook
In this work we have offered a possible coherent description of the putative anomalies observed
in charged and neutral current semi-leptonic decays of the B meson, coupled to the absence of
deviations from the SM in the couplings of the third generation particles to the Z and the W .
Generically we take the B-decay anomalies as evidence for the relevance, in flavour physics, of
an approximate U(2)n symmetry. The specific key ingredient is a global Pati-Salam SU(4) sym-
metry under which composite vectors and fermions suitably transform. This global symmetry
is supposed to emerge from a new strong dynamics, equally responsible for the existence of a
composite pseudo Goldstone boson Higgs doublet.
As a way to summarise the phenomenological content of this work and to define an outlook,
it is useful to group in three different sets the relevant parameters together with the observables
that they mostly influence:
• Charged current anomaly and couplings of the third generation particles to the Z and the
W . They are controlled by the parameters
(
gˆG
mG
,
gˆρ
mρ
,
gˆX
mX
)sq3sl3, Cl1 = −Cl3 (61)
• Heavy gluon searches at LHC. Other than (gˆG/mG)sq3sl3 above, they are controlled by the
parameters gG,mG, sl3/sq3.
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• Neutral current anomaly and ∆C = 2, τ → 3µ, τ → µγ. Other than the parameters in
(61) they involve as well the U(2)n-breaking parameters sl2, sq2 and Eµ3.
As shown in Section 5, the fit of R
(∗)
D and of g
Z
τL
, gZντ , g
W
τL
does not fix all the parameters in
(61) but selects as preferred value gˆGsq3sl3 in a limited range around 2mG/TeV. A key element
for the success of this fit, as illustrated in Fig. 1, is the presence in the composite model of
appropriate tree level corrections to the couplings of the third generation particles to the Z and
the W , included in the operators O3Hl,O1Hl.
The reference value gˆGsq3sl3 = 2mG/TeV and the choice sl3/sq3 = 1 allow to give a prelimi-
nary discussion of what appears to be the most powerful search at LHC: the search for the heavy
gluon Gˆµ in terms of gG and mG. The most relevant features of this search are the dominant
decays of the gluon resonance into tt¯ and bb¯ and its broadness. Because of the large width, not
all of the available resonance searches can be applied. A representation of the current situation
is attempted in Fig. 3, which must be seen as indicative of the potential of further studies, that
are beyond the scope of the present paper.
The inclusion of the U(2)n-breaking parameters sl2, sq2 and Eµ3 is crucial to get the anomaly
in Rµe
K(∗) and to discuss the compatibility with other flavour observables. Among them ∆C =
2, τ → 3µ, τ → µγ emerge as central to this program. The constraint (34) from Rµe
K(∗) , which
could vary by a factor of 2 depending on gˆG/mG and gˆρ/mρ, and the bounds (52, 56, 58) from
∆C = 2, τ → 3µ, τ → µγ respectively appear to be all closely satisfied by
sl3 ≈ sq3, sl2/sl3 ≈ sl2/sl3 ≈ 0.04, Eµ3 ≈ 0.1 (62)
Any improvement of the current sensitivity on ∆C = 2, τ → 3µ, τ → µγ is likely to produce a
visible signal.
On a broader prospective, assuming a strengthening of the experimental evidence for the
anomalies, an interesting theoretical question emerges. The overall description of the anomalies
presented in this work is far from being possibly considered as “UV complete”. In this respect
the case is not dissimilar from the one of composite Higgs models, often based on a global
SU(3)×SO(4)×U(1)X symmetry group. Common to the two cases is in fact the possibility to
address at the same time the “little hierarchy problem”. If this issue is put aside, however,
the problem of trying to reproduce the B-decay anomalies with an elementary SU(4) gauge
symmetry is motivated and is actually receiving attention [9–13] as a way to try to produce
a truly UV complete description. Meanwhile one could focus on making explicit the different
phenomenological expectations between an elementary and a composite SU(4) symmetry picture.
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A Generation of the effective operators O3Hl and O1Hl
In order to compute the coefficients of the operators O(1,3)Hl at the scale mρ, we need first to
integrate out the vector composite resonances, and in the basis of eq. (10) this corresponds to
set ρµ = eµ neglecting operators suppressed by 1/m
2
ρ (as operators with four heavy fermions or
operators contributing to the Sˆ parameter). Then we need to remove the elementary composite
mixing of (13), which is in full generality
l¯L(λqfLR − λ˜qH˜NR) + h.c., Ll → sllL, NL → −λ˜q(H˜†lL)/mχ . (63)
By making the above field redefinition in the composite lagrangian, it is evident that the only
terms that can generate O(1,3)Hl are given by
Lcomposite ⊃ eaµJaµ,± + (ic diµJ iµ,± + h.c.) +
i
2
χ¯±γµ
←→
Dµχ±, (64)
where, for simplicity, we have defined fermionic currents in representations of SO(4) such as
J iµ,± = Ψ
i
±γ
µχ± (fourplet) and Jaµ,± = Ψ±γ
µT aΨ± (adjoint). It is convenient to identify the
Higgs current operators
JHµ = iH
†←→DµH, JH,aµ = iH†σa
←→
DµH (65)
and we also need the approximate expression at leading order in 1/f of the d and e symbols
diµ = −
√
2
f
(DµΠ)
i + · · · , eaµ = Aaµ −
i
f 2
ΠTT aDµΠ + · · · , with ΠT = (h1, h2, h3, h4). (66)
Using the above formulas we can write the terms in (64) as
eaµJ
a
µ,+ = −
1
4f 2
JH,aµ L¯γ
µσaL+
1
4f 2
JHµ L¯γ
µL+ · · · → − s
2
l
4f 2
O3Hl +
s2l
4f 2
O1Hl (67)
icdiµJ
i
µ,+ + h.c = −
i
√
2c
f
(DµH˜)
tL¯γµN + h.c+ · · · → −i
√
2c sl
λ˜q
fmχ
(l¯LH˜)(
←→
DµH˜
†lL) (68)
i
2
χ¯γµ
←→
Dµχ →
iλ˜2q
2m2χ
(l¯LH˜)(
←→
DµH˜
†lL) + · · · , (69)
where the dots stand for subleading terms in the expansion and the arrows mean that we have
made the field redefinition. By making use of the following identity,
2iH˜i(
←→
DµH˜
†)j = −JH,aµ σaij + JHµ δij , (70)
we can then sum together all the contributions and write the coefficients of O(3,1)Hl as
C3l = −V 2 s
2
l
4f 2
(
1 +
λ˜2qf
2
m2χs
2
l
− 2
√
2c
λ˜qf
mχsl
)
, C1l = V
2 s
2
l
4f 2
(
1 +
λ˜2qf
2
m2χs
2
l
− 2
√
2c
λ˜qf
mχsl
)
. (71)
The above result is correct at leading order and neglects the mixing of L′ with the lL doublet,
see also [25]. Notice that C1l = −C3l can have either signs. Notice also that we do not generate
operators involving the Higgs current and right-handed fermionic currents, since right-handed
leptons are SO(4) singlets, and that completely analog formulas apply to the quark case.
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B Running and operator mixing
When integrating out the composite sector at the scale M , we generate an effective lagrangian
V 2L = +
∑
iCiOi, where the operators and their coefficients Ci are listed in Table 1.
By making use of the results of [49, 50], we can write the Renormalization Group equations
for the coefficients C1l, C3l, C1q and C3q, which are the most constrained by electroweak precision
tests, as they affect the W/Z coupling to third generation fermions. They are
16pi2
dC1l
d log µ
= −(2Ncy2t +
2
9
Ncg
2
1)C1 − 2g21Cll + (2Ncy2t +
g21
3
)C1l , (72)
16pi2
dC3l
d log µ
= −(−2Ncy2t +
2
3
Ncg
2
2)C3 +
2
3
g22Cll + (2Ncy
2
t −
17g22
3
)C3l , (73)
16pi2
dC1q
d log µ
= −(−2
3
g21)C1 +
[
(2 + 4Nc)y
2
t +
2
9
g21(1 + 2Nc)
]
C1qq + (6y
2
t +
2
3
g21)C3qq
+ (2(Nc + 2)y
2
t +
g21
3
)C1q + (9y
2
t )C3q , (74)
16pi2
dC3q
d log µ
= −(2
3
g22)C3 − (−2y2t +
2
3
g22)C1qq +
[
y2t (2− 4Nc) +
2
3
g22(2Nc − 1)
]
C3qq
+ (−3
2
y2t )C1q + ((2Nc+ 2)y
2
t + g
2
2(−
17
3
))C3q . (75)
We have neglected contributions proportional to light Yukawa couplings and electro-weak sym-
metry breaking effects. Notice also that, in order to simplify the equations, we did not write
terms that contribute universally to dCi/d log µ but would manifestly cancel in the (non-universal)
observables that we are going to compute.
Solving these equations by making the approximation of keeping only the leading logarithmic
dependence gives the value of the coefficients at the weak scale, that is
Ci(µ) ≈ Ci(M)− Fi
16pi2
log
M
µ
, (76)
where Fi is the right-hand side of eq.s (72)-(75) at the scale M . In turn these can be used to
compute non-universal distortions in the the W and Z couplings given in Section 5, where the
left-hand side is evaluated at µ = Mt and the coefficients on the right-hand side are inputs at
the scale M = 2 TeV.
21
C Decay width of the vector resonances
Here we list the decay widths, not summed over u, d, q, l, of the chargeless SU(4) resonances.
The widths of the heavy gluon are:
ΓGˆ→uu¯
mG
=
g4s
24pig2G
− gˆGg
2
ss
2
q3
24pigG
+
gˆ2Gs
4
q3
48pi
, (77)
ΓGˆ→dd¯
mG
=
g4s
24pig2G
− gˆGg
2
ss
2
q3
24pigG
+
gˆ2Gs
4
q3
48pi
(78)
The widths of the vector Bˆ are:
ΓBˆ→uu¯
mB
=
17g′4
288pig2G
− gˆGg
′2s2q3
48
√
6pigG
+
gˆ2Gs
4
q3
192pi
(79)
ΓBˆ→dd¯
mB
=
5g′4
288pig2G
− gˆGg
′2s2q3
48
√
6pigG
+
gˆ2Gs
4
q3
192pi
(80)
ΓBˆ→ll¯
mB
=
5g′4
96pig2G
− gˆGg
′2s2l3
16
√
6pigG
+
gˆ2Gs
4
l3
64pi
(81)
ΓBˆ→inv
mB
=
3g′4
96pig2G
− gˆGg
′2s2l3
16
√
6pigG
+
gˆ2Gs
4
l3
64pi
(82)
The widths of the other heavy vectors can also be obtained from the couplings in Section 3 and
have similar expressions.
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